**PS Furniture** reintroduces David Rowland’s 40/4 Stacking Chair. The 40/4 Chair blends celebrated design with amazing function, stacking 40 chairs in just 57 vertical inches. It can be finished to seamlessly fit into any environment with options ranging from standard fabric, leather upholstery, original steel, or solid wood to the new Demi-Glaze® metal finish. Available in a variety of colors and heights including standard, bar, or counter height, this product offers endless use opportunities. For more information about PS Furniture visit [www.psfurniture.net](http://www.psfurniture.net).

**êkos innovations** announces the introduction of êkoscreen, a urinal screen that prevents the splashback effect and the spread of microbes. Based on patent-pending technology, êkoscreen uses sealed bristles to keep urine from impacting the urinal wall or still water in a urinal. Each screen is infused with a proprietary resin that uses anti-microbial and timed release deodorant technology to eliminate eColi and klebsiella bacteria on the surface of the urinal screen. The new screen emits a fresh, clean scent and is designed for heavily trafficked public restrooms. The use of an êkoscreen will greatly improve the overall hygiene of public bathrooms that operate waterless urinals. Waterless urinals, in particular, often experience significant challenges as urine tends to splash up onto the upper surfaces without a rinsing mechanism. For further information visit êkos innovations at [www.ekcos.com](http://www.ekcos.com).

New Products listings are provided by the manufacturers and suppliers and selected by the editors for variety and innovation. For more information or to submit a New Products listing, e-mail Gerry Van Treeck at gvtgvt@earthlink.net.
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